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Summary
Hudbay had been saddled with heavy debt, high asset development costs.
The commodities market rut also left the miner starving for returns.
With a plan to increase cost efficiencies, cut the costs of servicing debt and take
advantage of rising commodity prices, Hudbay is back on track.
Introduction & History
Hudbay (NYSE:HBM) has its roots deeply set in the Flin Flon orebody of northern
Manitoba. The Flin Flon area, already noted for gold reserves in the early 20th century,
had been identified as possessing a massive copper-zinc deposit in 1915. This essentially
transformed the region from a potential prairie Klondike, to a base metals haven.
On December 21, 2004, Hudbay Minerals acquired Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting from
Anglo American. What had started out as Pan American Resources in 1996, was now a
much larger and diverse base metals miner.
Today, Hudbay operates three deep-shaft mines in Manitoba: the 777 mine in Flin Flon,
the Reed Lake mine in Cranberry Portage and the Lalor mine near Snow Lake. Hudbay
has also taken a keen interest in other areas in the Americas, with the acquisition of the
Constancia copper project located in southern Peru in 2011, and a majority stake in the
open-pit Rosemont project in Arizona being acquired in 2014.
Strategy
Overall, Hudbay's strategy is to focus on creating sustainable, long-term value by
acquiring and developing assets with long-term exploration potential.
Hudbay's key acquisition criteria are summarized as follows:
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Mining assets must be in politically stable, supportive locations
Focus on volcanogenic massive sulphide and porphyry mineral deposits
Target risk-adjusted returns, not particular types of metals
Avoid large, transformational M&A activity - focus on specific, high-quality assets
Specifically for 2017, Hudbay's focus is:
Continue cost-efficiency improvements to generate incremental free-cash flow
Incrementally add zinc and gold production in the short/medium term
Advance/develop the Peruvian Pampacancha deposit so operation can begin in 2018
Utilize free-cash flow to reduce net debt and cost of capital
Key Takeaway:
Hudbay is seeking to grow margins by improving operational cost efficiency, then use this
incremental free-cash flow to reduce the company's hefty net debt and cost of capital.
Doing so would allow it more room for future leverage, which means more room to explore
future exploration and development opportunities.
_______________________________________________________
Hudbay's Operations & Reserves
Arizona
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(Source: Hudbay website)
Hudbay's main stake in Arizona is its 80% ownership of the Rosemont project, acquired in
July 2014 through the acquisition of Augusta Resource Corporation.
The Rosemont project is a series of three open-pit copper/moly/silver deposits located
near a large amount of large porphyry type producing copper mines. It is likely to become
of the United States largest copper mines, accounting for 10% of total US copper
production.
The Rosemont project is in the exploratory stage, and has yet to begin any significant
development. The property is currently under review by the United States Forest Service
and Army Corps of Engineers. Two key permits, a final Record of Decision from the USFS
and the Clean Water Act S. 404 Permit from the Army Corps of Engineers, are still
required.
The Rosemont NI 43-101 technical report issued on March 31, 2017 highlighted a few key
takeaways about the Rosemont project:
Expected after-tax NPV (8%) of $769 million and IRR of 15.5% (subject to copper price
sensitivity)
Project process plant design is modeled on the Constancia plant's (which has been
highly successful)
After-tax payback period of 4.9 years Significant development potential of surrounding
properties
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Manitoba
Hudbay's Manitoba operations are based near Flin Flon and Snow Lake:
777 Mine producing zinc, copper, gold and silver
Lalor Mine producing zinc, copper, gold and silver
Reed Mine producing high-grade copper
Processing facilities including the Flin Flon concentrator and zinc plant
Snow Lake ore concentrator (located near the Lalor Mine)

(Source: Hudbay website)
The 777 Mine is located within the Flin Flon Greenstone Belt in the Canadian Shield.
Development of the mine began in 1999, with commercial production commencing in
2004. The mine has an anticipated life lasting until 2020.
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(Source: Hudbay website)
The Lalor Mine is located near the town of Snow Lake, in the same Flin Flon Greenbelt as
the 777 Mine. Commercial production at the Lalor mine commenced in 2012, and is
currently undergoing production ramp-up in order to reach a steady production state in Q1
2018.

(Source: Hudbay website)
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The Reed Mine is a small, high-grade copper deposit located close to Flin Flon.
Development of the Reed Mine was more complex than Hudbay's other assets, due to its
environmentally sensitive location.
That being said, its location also allows its ore to be processed in Flin Flon, saving
Hudbay the capex that would have occurred to build a new processing facility.

(Source: Hudbay website)
The Flin Flon processing facilities include the Flin Flon concentrator and the Zinc
processing plant. The Flin Flon concentrator is Hudbay's primary Manitoba ore
concentrator. The concentrator can handle ore from both the 777 Mine and the Reed Mine
separately.
The Zinc plant produces special high-grade metal in three cast shapes from zinc
concentrate mined at the 777 and Lalor mines. The plant is one of six primary zinc
production facilities in North America.
Peru
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(Source: Hudbay website)
Hudbay acquired Norsemont Mining in 2011, giving it control of the Constancia copper
project located in Southern Peru. Commercial production of the Constancia project began
in Q4 of 2014, and became fully realized on April 30, 2015. Constancia is a copper mine
that currently consists of two deposits: the Constancia and Pampacancha.
Hudbay also possesses a processing plant at Constancia, which is designed to process
ore from the Constancia open-pit mine as well as the Pampacancha satellite deposit. The
plant's main products are copper concentrate and moly concentrate.
Currently, all relevant permits and land titles are in good standing, except the required
surface rights for the Pampacancha deposit exploitation, which is in the process of
acquisition from the Peruvian government.
Key Operations & Reserves Takeaway:
True to its stated strategy, Hudbay holds a number of mining assets with long useful lives,
potential for further exploration/development that are located in politically stable locations.
_______________________________________________________
Hudbay's Financials - Historical Analysis
Historical Income Statement
When we look at Hudbay's income statement from the last four fiscal years, there are a
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few key items to look at:
Revenue has grown steadily, but really jumped in FY 15 and 16 due to the start of
commercial production at Constancia and the production ramp-up at the Lalor mine
Operating income has finally become positive in FY 16, due to the operating cost
efficiency measures taken across all mines
Net income is on a positive trend
The share price is back in a place that can finally begin to recognize a yield on EPS
Finally, the elephant in the room… net debt and the cost of financing it is taking a massive
bite out of the company's net income.

Historical Balance Sheet
When we look at Hudbay's balance sheet from the last four fiscal years, there are a few
key items to look at:
In FY 15 the company was in a dangerous position with a depleted amount of cash on
hand, however that has since rebounded with cash representing 34% of current assets
in FY 2016
We again see current financial liabilities and current portions of long-term debt eating
away at cash, representing 21% of Hudbay's current liabilities in FY 15
Yet another elephant in the room… interest payments on outstanding debt and repayment
of principal has represented at least 36% of all liabilities since FY 13.
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Historical Cash Flow Statement
When we look at Hudbay's history of cash flows in the last three fiscal years, there are a
few key items to look at:
OCF has increased year-over-year, and OCF per share and as a percentage of share
price is steadily climbing
Hudbay has gone from shedding cash on development projects, to gleaning cash from
operations - ultimately net cash flow is positive in FY 16
But we see that in all three of these historical fiscal years, net cash payments on debt are
eating away at the cash available for value-creating activities.
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Key Ratios & Valuation
Finally, we'll discuss some key ratios that give us an idea of Hudbay's overall financial
health, and then talk about why I believe this company is currently undervalued.
Liquidity
The current ratio is relatively high, stable and shows that Hudbay has a robust enough
balance sheet to cover unexpected liquidity issues
Leverage
Hudbay's DE ratio is not alarming, and although it has ratcheted up net debt recently, it
still remains below 0.75
Debt-EBITDA has been steadily and sharply dropping, representing future possible
room for leverage
Interest coverage has eroded a bit over the years, likely due to the high cost of debt
that Hudbay carries, as well as recent costs to trigger early redemption of outstanding
notes
Profitability
Hudbay has done a great job in cutting operational expenses to become a more
efficient producer
Margins are recovering after heavy investment in developing the new Peruvian assets
for commercial production
Valuation
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Hudbay's EBITDA has multiplied since FY 14, due to the harnessing of productive
assets Hudbay has finally turned a positive free-cash flow in FY 16, as FCF has been
eaten away by net debt payments in prior years
Hudbay's cost of debt is steadily decreasing, reducing onerous interest payments in
the future

Key Financial Takeaways:
Hudbay weathered the commodity crisis well, and operationally is expanding whilst
utilizing cost efficiency to grow margins and work towards recognizing payback - but its
heavy net debt is greatly affecting performance.
_______________________________________________________
Fiscal Year 2016 - Reviewing Hudbay's Latest Year-End Report
Summary
Key financial highlights from FY 16 include:
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Substantial increase in OCF before change in non-cash working capital to $388 million
from $232 million in 2015
Reduction in overall net loss and net loss per share
Increase in gross profit of $104.5 million
Increase in finance expenses of $89.6 million
Increase in tax expense of $108.4 million due to recovery of deferred tax assets
Key operational highlights from FY 16 include:
Peru
Constancia saw an increase in copper recovery from 79.8% to 81.6% (gold and silver
recoveries also increased)
Combined mill, mine and G&A operating expense were within guidance expectations
Cash cost per pound of copper produced decreased 16% year-over-year due to cost
optimization and maintenance timing changes
Manitoba
2016 production at Manitoba mines increased 7% year-over-year due to increase in
production at Lalor and 777 Unit operating costs decreased by 13% reflecting cost
reduction efforts
Operating costs at the Flin Flon concentrator were 25% higher due to unscheduled
maintenance and overly complex repairs in Q1
Operating costs at the Stall concentrator were 12% lower due to cost reduction targets
being met Manitoba combined mine, mill and G&A operating expense was 11% lower
year-over-year (in line with guidance expectations)
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Detailed Financial Summary
Revenue
Revenue was significantly higher in 2016 ($242.6 million increase from 2015), due to
higher sales volumes at the Constancia mine. That being said, lower copper prices
actually dampened what was thought to be a better year. However, these figures are still a
net positive for Hudbay.
Cost of Sales
Cost of Sales decreased year-over-year by $138.1 million, largely due to a reduction in
G&A expenses in Manitoba attributed to cost efficiency efforts put in place in 2015. Other
areas of cost reduction occurred due to a lack of asset and goodwill impairment expenses
in Q4 2016 (compared to the prior year).
Finance Expenses
Overall, finance expense increased by $89.6 million from 2015, largely due to a call
premium paid on early redemption of redeemed notes in 2016. Other fair market value
securities held (derivatives, warrants, forex) contributed to an increase in other financial
losses of $6.9 million. Finally, the start of commercial production at Constancia triggered
the release of an additional $27.3 million in interest expenses on the redeemed notes.
Liquidity & Capital Resources
Senior Unsecured Notes
An offering of $1 billion of senior notes in two series (7.250% due 2023 @ $400 million,
and 7.625% due 2025 @ $600 million) was completed on December 12, 2016.
Proceeds from this new offering (at reduced cost of debt) were used to redeem $920
million of outstanding redeemed notes and to pay the aforementioned call premium of
$47.7 million (as well as prepaid interest on redemption and transaction expenses)
Overall, this reflects the effective replacement of $920 million in redeemed notes at rates
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of 9.50% (due 2020) with senior unsecured notes that reflect a much lower cost of debt.
This is a huge gain in terms of managing and reducing future net debt, allowing better use
of FCF previously eaten away by interest and principal repayment expenses ( more on
Hudbay's net debt later).

Key FY 16 Takeaways:
Hudbay has leverage cost efficiency measures to recognize greater value from
operations, and has taken steps to reduce its future net debt and therefore reduce the
burden of the costs to service this debt on the income statement. Overall, very positive
moves.
_______________________________________________________
The Road Ahead - FY 17 & Outlook On The Future
In general, operational and financial performance in FY 17 will be affected by a number of
factors. On the macroeconomic level, the overall performance of the Chinese, North
American and global economies will influence the demand for Hudbay's products.

Overall, we can see that there are a number of specific countries that make up the lion's
share of Hudbay's revenue, and have expanded into key markets year-over-year (i.e. the
US and China).
Material Assumptions
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The realized prices that Hudbay can achieve in the commodity markets truly affect the
company's overall performance. Hudbay's 2017 mine and mill production are as follows:

In FY 17, production of zinc concentrate is expected to increase between 13% and 36%,
reflecting the continued ramp up of production in the Lalor mine and re-sequencing in the
777 mine to prioritize stopes with higher zinc grades.
This, of course, is to take advantage of expected favourable zinc prices. In general, RBC
Capital and numerous other credible institutions see zinc (and industrial metals in general)
steadily climbing in 2017. Hudbay's decision to continue to ramp up zinc production,
dependent upon expected future prices, is brilliant.
Meanwhile, copper and precious metals production in 2017 from 2016 levels due to lower
copper grades in Peru (Constancia) (technical report here), as well as reduced mining
rates and copper grades at the 777 mine (technical report here).

Although Hudbay has significantly expanded copper sales volume as a proportion of its
topline revenue, it has not ignored zinc. Will weakness in the market for copper affect
Hudbay's revenue due its disproportionate share of revenue? Yes, but that being said,
future plans to reduce copper production and instead focus on zinc should yield significant
short to medium term returns.
Commodity Markets
Concerning copper, the market experienced a moderate supply surplus in 2016, largely
due to strong growth in mine supply from projects sanctioned several years ago, and few
production disruptions. Demand growth in China and other major markets was moderate
in 2016, and is forecasted to be moderate once again with a stronger US economy and
expansionary macroeconomic policies expected. That being said, even with expected
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production disruptions in 2017 (due to labour renegotiations), cooper prices are likely to
remain too low to incentivize new copper production.
Concerning zinc, the market experienced deficits in 2016 that have been in place for
several years due to mine production suspensions (largely occurring because of weak
prices). Global zinc concentrate stocks were significantly depleted by Q4 2016, all the
while global demand saw moderate growth which is expected to grow as the market for
rechargeable batteries (think electric cars and consumer electronics) takes off.
Finally, precious metals are simply far too unpredictable for Hudbay to really play with.
Substantial price increases in the first half of 2016, occurring due to concerns about
negative interest rates policies and poor inflation figures were met with a Q4 price
reduction. Why? The US presidential election delivered a promise of inflationary
macroeconomic policies, and the fed has decided to start tepidly increasing rates.
Let's take a look at Hudbay's sensitivity analysis from the year-end report:

_______________________________________________________
The Here & Now - Q1 2017 Expected Performance
Just a disclaimer, but all these figures are based of off Hudbay's guidance, which was
released with Q4 2016 results. I'll update once the Q1 results are released.
Analyst Ratings & Expectations
Currently, the consensus for Hudbay is out-perform. The majority of analysts rate Hudbay
a decided buy, with the remainder either designating an outperform or hold rating.
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(Source: WSJ)
Analysts have also decided an average price target of $11.92, representing an upside of
102% from the current price of $5.90. Even if this estimate is far too optimistic, it's still at
least a tepid vote of confidence.

(Source: WSJ)
In addition, numerous institutional investors have increased their positions in Hudbay
during the last two quarters of 2016.
Investment Thesis
Hudbay is not without its issues. From past cost overruns at the Constancia mine, to near
constant issues of straddling the company with a net debt burden, management has had
problems.
That being said, Hudbay holds some great assets. Their Peruvian and American projects
are starting to pay off, and they've picked mines with decent quality ore and long useful
lives. As a copper bull myself, and as someone who is looking to take advantage of a
future zinc rally, I view Hudbay as a decent buy, and solid hold.
Not to mention, internally Hudbay's management is doing a much better job to grow
margins and cut back on net debt. Management's forward guidance on cost efficiency
measures across all operations should help provide extra room for future returns. Also,
taking a one-time hit to pay a premium to redeem prior debt, and issue new notes at a
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much lower cost of debt was brilliant. Did it affect this year's free cash flow? Yes, but down
the road it will grow free cash flow, as interest payments will eat into cash much less than
they have in the past.
For now, Hudbay is a stock that should be a decent long-term play - great assets, sharp
management with a solid plan to return to the black, and a re-balancing of focus to a metal
that is more macro-economically favourable.
Disclosure: I am/we are long HBM.
I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving
compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business relationship with
any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

Comments (9)
stockmail07
How old is this article? Current price is about 6, not 8.31.
27 Apr 2017, 02:20 PM

ddz0403
I'm guessing the author is quoting Canadian pricing although I don't know the current exchange
rate.
27 Apr 2017, 02:43 PM

Connor Ward, Contributor
Author’s reply » Forgive me, I've accidentally attached info related to the Hudbay shares that
trade on the TSE. I'll update for the NYSE right away.
Thank you!
27 Apr 2017, 02:52 PM

stockmail07
No problem. Good article by the way!
27 Apr 2017, 04:17 PM
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Earlasimm
The financial analysis is a fair coverage of the risk factor. As a native son who has followed this company
and with my knowledge of the social environment which I experienced growing up and working for thirteen
at the Flin Flon operation, I have been able to take advantage of what really makes the company
successful the past ninety years. The management are exceptional. The workers are long term and
dedicated to the company. Any operations would love to have a history such as the company and
community have. These people say what they mean and mean what they say. The management have met
their goals consistently. These factors should give investors security when riding this roller coaster.
27 Apr 2017, 02:56 PM

manfredthree
What do you think are the chances of getting the permitting now ? (We understood that prior President had
a personal Presidential order against this and other new mines).
27 Apr 2017, 03:23 PM

Connor Ward, Contributor
Author’s reply » Well, considering who the current president is, and how unpredictable he can
often be, it's hard to tell. But, there might be a few hints as to how his admin would approach a
project that's had some complaints launched against it about environmental concerns...
- Trump has signed recent exec orders to declaw the EPA and remove protections against federal
lands
- In general, Trump is looking to increase the natural resource sectors capabilities within the USA
So I'd say that overall, the Rosemont Project's likelihood of getting remaining permits (without
much trouble) is higher with the current admin than the prior one.
27 Apr 2017, 05:28 PM

stockmail07
Agree. He is opening up Federal Lands for mining and oil drilling, and expect him to sign an
executive order allowing offshore drilling. So its safe to assume the chances of getting the permit
are higher under this administration.
28 Apr 2017, 12:32 PM

dicknasty1
Good article! What's everyone's sell targets here? I was looking for 14 usd
28 Apr 2017, 04:27 PM
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